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This is an application for an order in the nature of certiorari, to quash a decision made by the first defendant, learned stipendiary magistrate ("the magistrate"), to allow the second defendant ("Bates") to change pleas of guilty to certain charges, upon which he was convicted, to pleas of not guilty.

The question arises as a result of an unusual set of circumstances.	On 14 August 1987 Bates appeared before the magistrate and pleaded guilty to charges of refusing to


undergo a breath analysis, driving under the influence and driving in a manner dangerous.	He was unrepresented.		He was fined $800 in respect of each of the first two offences and sentenced to 8 months imprisonment on the third.	He was also ordered to pay $1,258 costs, by way of witness expenses.

He appealed against sentence and on 22 February 1988 I allowed the appeal, quashed the penalties and orders and remitted the question of sentence to the Court of Summary Jurisdiction for further hearing.

At the conclusion of my reasons for judgment on the appeal I said "The appellant did not seek to have the convictions set aside upon the hearing of these appeals and the orders made do not do so.	What course he wishes to follow in that regard upon these matters being sent back to that Court will be a matter for him and that Court".	I meant no more than that if it was open to Bates to apply to that Court to have the conviction set aside then nothing this Court had done on the appeals as to sentence effected his rights, if any.

The matter came on before the magistrate on 9 June 1988.	After appearances were announced, His Worship said:

"Let's get this a little bit straightened out. I've found His Honours decision a little bit
confusing in so e ways; he's quashed the penalty; the appellant did not seek leave to have the conviction set aside on the hearing of these appeals.	Now, what is it you have instructions to do, plead not guilty or ••.•?"


Counsel for Bates responded: "Plead not guilty and have the matter reheard".	The magistrate replied "Right, you'll have to seek leave to withdraw the plea of guilty, won't you?" Counsel replied "Yes".	No application for leave was made, no reasons were advanced as to why the proposed change of plea should be entertained, no reference was made to the law relating to change of plea.	The prosecutor raised no objection to the proposed course.	After brief discussion, which is irrelevant here, the magistrate said "Yes,	All right, leave to - okay, adjourned for hearing to - what date?".	27 July was fixed as the date for hearing of the three charges, subject to the availability of the prosecution witnesses.

The plaintiff, complainant in the proceedings in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction, initiated these proceedings by originating motion filed 26 July.

The basis of the application is that the magistrate had no jurisdiction to allow Bates to change his plea, as he had been convicted of the charges and those convictions stood undisturbed by the successful appeal against sentence. That is, the magistrate was functus officio.

There is authority to support the plaintiff's argument.	In Kimlin v Wilson ex parte Kimlin [1966] Qd R
237 Gibbs J. (as he then was) and Lucas J. held that a magistrate having announced a conviction, had no power to allow pleas of guilty to be withdrawn and pleas of not guilty to be substituted.

The accused was not represented and had pleaded guilty to the charges against him.	The magistrate convicted and then remanded him to hear further evidence going to penalty.	When next before the magistrate the accused was represented and raised a possible defence to the charges in support of an application to change the plea.	The magistrate acceded.	He had not gone so far as to sentence the accused or make any other order consequent upon the conviction.

Their Honours relied upon a long line of English authority.	Hart J. said that he was by no means convinced that the magistrate was wrong.

In 1969 the House of Lords had occasion to review many of the cases followed by the Queensland Full Court, in
s. (An Infant) By Parsons v Recorder of Manchester [1971]
Ac	481.	Their Lordships were unanimous in their opinions in overruling or distinguishing those and other cases, in deciding that a Court of Summary Jurisdiction which has
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accepted a plea of guilty, in the sense of convicting a person of the offence, was not in law debarred from permitting a plea of not guilty to be substituted at any time before passing sentence.		The appellant, then aged 16, appeared without legal representation before a juvenile court on a charge of attempted rape.	He pleased guilty, and although it is variously described in the headnote and in the several reasons, it appears clearly enough that he was convicted.	The hearing was adjourned.		On the adjourned hearing the appellant was legally represented and for what appears to be good reason, his solicitor sought to have the plea changed to not guilty.	The magistrates refused the application on the grounds that they were functi officio.

Lord Reid at p. 489 observed "much of the difficulty has arisen from the fact that "conviction" is commonly used with two different meanings.	It is often used to mean final disposal of a case, and it is not uncommon for it to be used as meaning a finding of guilt.	It  is  proper to say that a plea cannot be changed after 'conviction' in the former sense.	But it does not at all follow that a plea cannot be changed after a 'conviction' in the latter sense."

At p. 490 he said "In my judgment magistrates have only one officium - to carry the case before them to a conclusion.	There is no reason to divide up their functions and hold that at some stage in the proceedings one officium
comes to an end and another begins."	Lord Guest agreed, see also Lord MacDermott at p. 499.	At pp. 501/502 Lord Morris of Borth-y-Gest said:

If, before the court has completed its task in regard to the case, an application to withdraw the plea is made and if it is made for iea"scins-which the court deems valid and which perhaps it had previously had no opportunity of considering, is the court powerless to accede to it?	It would be lamentable it (sic) that were so.	The court might feel that having regard to the reasons advanced it would be wholly wrong to hold a person to some previous acknowledgrnent of guilt.	The desire of any court must be to ensure, so far as possible, that only those are punished who are in fact guilty.	The duty of a court to clear the innocent must be equal or superior in importance to its duty to convict and punish the guilty.	Guilt may be proved by evidence.	But also it may be confessed. The court will, however, have great concern if any doubt exists as to whether a confession was intended or as to whether it ought really ever to have been made.	When, in the present case, the court, on June 20, heard the reasons for the application made to them, they felt, and rightly felt, that the proper course in the interests of justice would be to accede to it.	It would be a grave defect in our law and system if there is some rule which thwarts the course which the interests of justice prompt.

If magistrates are trying a case summarily they will not have completed their duty in regard to the case until they either (al dismiss the case or (b) find the accused guilty and deal with him on that basis.	The finding of guilt may involve reaching a conclusion in regard to disputed or contested facts.	It may involve proceeding on the basis of or "accepting" a confession made in court by way of an unequivocal and unambiguous plea of guilty which so far as the court can tell was intentionally made with full appreciation of all that it involved.
But if there is a finding of guilt the court will only have advanced part of the way in the discharge of its duty.	There must be a separation in time between the one part of the duty and the other part.	If the court has to consider what course to follow in regard to someone who is found to be guilty it will be relevant and generally necessary
to have information-;hich will include°"-{;:a; ;ation as to previous convictions.	It wou·ld be quite wrong for the court to have such information before the time when there is a finding of guilt.	But after such time and before the court has disposed of the case by making whatever order it deems
appropriate the court is still engaged upon its duty."


Lord Upjohn at p. 507, whilst affirming that "a plea of guilty may be withdrawn and a plea of not guilty accepted at a later stage up to sentence, that is, until the complete adjudication of the decision" went on to warn that that discretionary power is one which "should only be exercised in clear cases and very sparingly".

Maxwell J. in Reg v Dickens [1976] 2 NSWLR 260 seems to have accepted what the House of Lords decided in that case.	Unfortunately, that House of Lords decision was not cited to the Full Court of the Supreme Court of South Australia in R v Roberts-Smith; ex parte Kowald (1977) 16 SASR 147, when it held that when a Court of Summary Jurisdiction hearing a complaint has recorded a conviction against a defendant, the court has no power subsequently to set aside the conviction and permit the complaint to be reheard.	In a later South Australian case Daire v Lauss (1984) 35 SASR 508, it was held that where there had been a "finding of guilt", as opposed to a "conviction" it was open to the accused to apply to change the plea to not guilty.
The Court, King CJ., Walters and Mohr JJ. whilst






acknowledging S. (An Infant) v Recorder of Manchester, did not find it necessary to consider whether they should overrule The Queen v Roberts-Smith; ex parte Kowald, distinguishing it from the facts before them.

In the meantime, Aitkin J. in Griffiths v The Queen (1977) 137 CLR 293 at p. 334 categorically asserted, obiter, "It is well established that a prisoner may at any time up to sentence be permitted to change his plea of guilty into a plea of not guilty".	At p. 335 His Honour refers, without dissent, to the rule established in S v Recorder of Manchester, that a change of plea may be permitted in respect of summary proceedings before magistrates.


S v Recorder of Manchester and Griffiths v
The Queen were expressly followed by the Court of Appeal of New South Wales in Frodsham v O'Gorman [1979] 1 NSWLR 683. Hope JA, with whom Moffitt P and Mahoney JA. agreed, said at
p. 688, that it was open to a Judge to allow a change of plea after conviction but before sentence.	Yeldham J. thought that in the light of S v Recorder of Manchester, the decision in R v Roberts-Smith; ex parte Kowald was erroneous, (McLachlan v Pilgrim [1980] 2 NSWLR 423 at
p. 430).	His Honour's view was adverted to by King CJ. in The Queen v Judge Crowe (1985) 39 SASR 398, saying that the authority of The Queen v Roberts-Smith; ex parte Kowald "has been challenged in argument in Court on more than one
occasion, particularly in the light of the decision of the House of Lords in S v Recorder of Manchester, but thus far this Court has not found it necessary to reconsider the correctness of the decision".	Reference was also made to Taylor v Taylor (1979) 53 ALJR 629 in which the High Court affirmed the inherent jurisdiction of a Court created by statute to set aside its orders, at least in certain circumstances.	White J. adopted the same attitude, and Millhouse J. did not refer to the apparent conflict.	In McNicholl v Tothill (1988) 32 A Crim R 185, decided before argument on this case, but reported afterwards, the Full Court of South Australia expressly overruled Roberts-Smith; ex parte Kowald and applied S v Recorder of Manchester.

In my opinion the weight of judicial opinion in Australia is in favour of the decision of the House of Lords in S v Recorder of Manchester and, with respect, I will follow it.

Other arguments were presented, particularly by the second defendant, going to the exercise of the Court's discretion to make the order sought when there is an appeal pending.	Since I propose to refuse to make that order it is not necessary for me to decide that issue.

The magistrate is in the same position as he would have been had he proceeded no further than to find the
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second defendant guilty of the offences and convict him of them, but not having proceeded to complete his adjudication by considering and determining the question of sentence.
Consequent upon this Court quashing the sentence and orders made by him, he is still seized of the matters and he is not functus officio in relation to the convictions.

It was no part of the plaintiff's case that the magistrate erred in permitting the change of plea in the exercise of his discretion.	The whole argument before me went to his jurisdiction.

The application is dismissed.

